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SLIPPERY
WHEN WET!

Rain Gods put drivers to the test
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INTRODUCTION

After venturing South to Snetterton in June the Kerax Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge 
returned to familiar territory with a weekend in Anglesey on 11th/12th August. After 
a couple of months of hot weather, the British Summer’s usual fare of rain, rain and 
more rain was back in force but this didn’t prevent us from having two fabulous 
days of racing.

A great deal of track time was available. Had they wished to, drivers could have 
taken part in half an hour of free practice first thing on Saturday morning before 
qualifying and race 1 took place later that day. There were then 2 further races on 
Sunday, all of these sessions lasted 20 minutes.
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That missed gear change exiting the final 
corner of the last race at Snetterton may be 
the defining moment in Justin Roberts’ 
season as this mistake turned the engine of 
his Fiesta XR2 into a grenade.
It is testament to the nature of the series that 
Justin had many offers of a replacement unit 
for him to borrow. The one he chose came 
from Lee Bowron and Dave Fairclough used 
his expertise to set it up. The motor that bit 
the dust in Norfolk was a corker and so, with 
less power, Justin knew that the weekend in 
Wales, as with the rest of his 2018 
championship campaign, was going to be one 
of damage limitation.
His concerns were confirmed during Friday’s 
test day when he lapped 2 seconds slower 
than the time he achieved around the Coastal 

Circuit back in April. All he could do was 
perform a rain dance in the hope of a wet 
track that would make his power deficit less 
of an issue but his requested precipitation 
did not arrive in time for qualification. 
Nonetheless, he was pleased to be third 
fastest until Michael Heath’s XR2 went 
slightly quicker 5 minutes later.
Things went from bad to worse for Roberts 
because he was denied the opportunity to 
start race 1 from the second row when the 
scrutineers found his car to be 5kg 
underweight. Further down the order, the 
same fate befell Ryan Bowron – his Escort 
XR3i was adjudged to be 3kg too light.
Last time we were at Anglesey, Michael 
Blackburn was hampered by faulty dampers 
which  gave  him  chronic  understeer  on his 

XR3i. Since then, the errant units had been 
returned from Gaz who reported that some 
“debris” had been found in them. Blackburn 
also had removed the engine and gearbox to 
repair the bulkhead that had been damaged 
by contact back in April, as well as fixing the 
associated crumpled bodywork. All this 
meant the car had been in bits just days 
before he headed to the track.
As all the components had been rebuilt so 
late, qualifying was a journey into the 
unknown for Blackburn but it all worked out 
well. Even though the car was handling 
perfectly, Mike was still surprised to see P1 
on his pit-board. 
Roberts’ team mate at CooperPoole Racing, 
Steve Poole, set the second fastest time. His 
qualifying session was short and sharp, 
setting his quickest lap at the third time of 
asking followed by his second and third best 
times on subsequent laps – all very neat and 
tidy, some might even say OCD! At the end 
of the sixth circuit the green XR2 was in the 
pits and that was the end of Poole’s session.
Taking the place of Roberts next to Heath on 
the second row for race 1 would be Will 
Heslop who was pleased to have his XR2 so 
far up the order.
The second XR3i in the classification had Lee 
Bowron behind the wheel and he was half a 
second faster than Adam Brown’s AC Valve 
Alliance-sponsored Fiesta. Having not driven 

the car for 2 months Brown took advantage 
of the early morning free practice session 
to re-acquaint himself with his blue racer 
and headed into qualifying full of 
confidence. This proved to be justified as 
the deficit to pole was significantly lower 
than at previous meetings much to his 
pleasure.
Jason Hennefer was another with a spring 
in his step, happy to be third quickest XR3i 
and seventh overall. Conversely, Ali May 
was none too chuffed to be occupying the 
next position on the timesheets, the 
misfire on his XR2 has refused to go away 
since Snetterton.
Matt Eldridge was pleased to be in ninth 
with his XR2. Rounding out the Top 10 due 
to Ryan Bowron’s exclusion was the fastest 
Class E Fiesta with Tony Mumford at the 
wheel. This was a remarkable performance 
as Mumford only completed a single flying 
lap due to the misfire that has been 
causing him so much trouble this season. 
Since Snetterton he had tried a couple of 
mods to stop the car cutting out in right 
handers and also replaced the side exit 
exhaust for a full length version. Initially, 
all was fine with the motor during 
qualifying although it was still cutting out 
at Church. Then on the second lap it began 
to misfire and eventually Mumford had 
almost no drive whatsoever.

Pole-man, Michael Blackburn, rebuilt
much of his Escort prior to this meeting

Qualifying
BUILT FOR SPEED

Lee Bowron and Adam
Brown shared row 3
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Race 1

As time for the first race approached 
conditions were dry dictating a stiff set up 
but as the cars gathered in the Assembly 
Area, the Rain Gods decided to respond to 
the wishes of the power-challenged Justin 
Roberts and Ali May by providing drizzle.
The weather matched the mood of Lewis 
Bowron as his XR3i refused to spring to life. 
His engine stayed mute even when attempts 
to bump start it were made. The culprit later 
turned out to be a faulty kill switch.
Tony Mumford was also absent. With no crew 
to assist him he was still in the paddock 
trying to rectify his misfire. He changed just 

about everything on his Fiesta relating to fuel 
and ignition but all to no avail. 
When the red lights went out, the tarmac still 
had little moisture and on the run down to 
Target, Steve Poole’s XR2 nosed ahead but 
pole-sitter Michael Blackburn was able to 
make the inside line count when the field 
reached the first corner so we had an XR3i 
leading on the short blast down to The 
Banking.
The amount of grip was definitely reducing 
out there as Blackburn, with Poole glued to 
his bumper, had a monumental slide when he 
reached the top of The Corkscrew.

Lap 2 and Poole took a tight line exiting The 
Banking looking to get a run on the leader 
but this gave Michael Heath the opportunity 
to carry more speed through Church thus 
Blackburn had a different XR2 filling his 
mirrors when he reached Rocket.
The precipitation was getting heavier causing 
the rear of his Escort to lose grip. Heath 
meanwhile was revelling in the conditions and 
drew alongside the third time they tackled 
Rocket but didn’t quite have the traction to 
make the move stick. His antics allowed Poole 
to close in giving us a thrilling three-way 
battle for the lead as they plunged down The 

Corkscrew.
By the end of lap 4, the first 5 cars were 
covered by little more than 1.5 secs as Will 
Heslop and Lee Bowron joined in the fun in 
their Fiesta and Escort respectively. 
Blackburn was still holding on in front but he 
was having increasing difficulty keeping his 
car pointing in the correct direction.
It couldn’t last and next time he braked for 
Rocket the leader locked up and slid wide. In 
the blink of an eye, Heath and Poole had 
pushed him down to third.
The  two  Fiestas  pulled  away  as  Blackburn 

WHEEL TO WHEEL

Michael Heath (18) dices with Steve Poole (66)
en route to winning the first race of the weekend
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defended from Heslop and Bowron who were 
darting around in his mirrors with Heslop 
claiming third under braking the next time 
they approached the complex. So now 
Blackburn was fighting to keep the Class B 
lead out of the grasp of Bowron. Meanwhile, 
Adam Brown had latched on to the back of the 
pair of XR3is. He was delighted with his pace, 
and ultimately his sixth place finish, having 
never previously driven his Fiesta in the wet.
Blackburn once more ran wide at Rocket but 
recovered just in time to prevent Bowron 
passing although there was a “love tap” as 
right front wing made contact with left rear. 
This was the end of Blackburn’s problems as 
the rain abated and he became the fastest car 
out there, reeling in Heslop before zapping 
past through School to reclaim the final place 
on the podium.
This wasn’t the end of the drama however as 
Blackburn had another “brown trouser 
moment” at The Corkscrew which was even 
more scary than the one earlier in the race 
allowing Heslop to repass while he gathered 
everything together. Blackburn was fighting 
once more for third next time he reached 
School but had to take to the grass as Heslop 
resolutely defended his line.
On the next lap, Blackburn claimed third for 
keeps when a mistake by Heslop let him slip 
through on the inside at Church with Bowron 
also taking advantage to move up to fourth.
Upfront, Heath eased away from Poole as the 
circuit dried to take the win.
Ali May lost places at the start when the 
engine on his XR2 cut out. He worked his way 
up the order with some demon moves into 
Rocket – in the Demon Tweeks car! However, 
in the closing stages when running seventh, 
his oil pressure began to drop and his engine 
temperature sky rocketed. While he held on 
until the finish without losing a position he 
decided not to take any further part in the 

meeting in case his engine blew.
The next car home was another that had 
worked its way up the order, this was the XR2 
of Justin Roberts which had to start from the 
back of the grid with a 10 second penalty 
after the exclusion from the qualifying 
results.
Jason Hennefer was happy to be ninth overall 
and third in Class B despite struggling to get 
his Escort slowed down enough to take 
Rocket due to a lack of brakes. Back in the 
paddock he realised how fortunate he was to 

finish at all as he found a hub nut had 
worked itself loose on driver’s side front and 
had the race lasted a couple of more laps the 
front hub may have collapsed.
Rounding out the Top Ten was the Fiesta of 
Matt Eldridge after a few mistakes caused 
him to drop a couple of places while the next 
car home was another XR2 belonging to Ian 
Billington who was making his debut at 
Anglesey so he just concentrated on 
lowering his lap times.
Since the gasket failed at Snetterton, 

Matthew Spencer’s Escort had received repairs 
to the top of the engine. There were dramas in 
qualifying when the wheel weights fell off the 
left front which made the car pull violently in 
that direction. With new front wheels fitted on 
both sides for this race, Spencer brought the 
car home twelfth with Andy Mellor’s Fiesta 6 
seconds behind. The latter was the only Class 
E runner in the absence of Mumford.
Our final finisher was Ryan Bowron.

Adam Brown had never
driven his Fiesta in the wet
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Race 2

The rain that had been forecast for Sunday 
morning didn’t materialise… until the cars 
were once again forming up in the Assembly 
Area. The skies had darkened 10 minutes 
before the drivers had been called from the 
paddock and most had softened things up 
without necessarily going to a full wet set up. 
As the precipitation was much heavier than in 
race 1, conditions were difficult for many to 
say the least.
Michael Heath got the best start to lead into 
the first corner with Steve Poole taking up 
position behind him. These two immediately 
began to pull away as Michael Blackburn 

struggled with the wrong set up for the 
conditions.
Poole appeared to have more pace than Heath 
but couldn’t find a way by until lap 3 when he 
went around the outside in the first part of 
Rocket which gave him the inside line for the 
second element of the complex. Heath tried 
to fight back on the run down to Peel but 
eventually Poole made the place is own.
The new leader had visibly more grip than 
anyone else and eased away to take the 
chequered flag more than 5 seconds ahead of 
Heath.
As the two Class A cars were swapping 

positions out in front, Blackburn was also 
losing the Class B lead and third overall to 
Lee Bowron – Rocket once again proving 
difficult for him to negotiate in the wet.
Blackburn now had a phalanx of Fiestas filling 
his mirrors as Justin Roberts, Will Heslop and 
Adam Brown jostled for position although the 
pressure was eased a little when Roberts 
outbraked himself at Rocket and then Brown 
headed for retirement in the pits when his 
engine cut out. Meanwhile, Lee Bowron had a 
scare when he ran wide on to the kerbs 
exiting the Bus Stop and for a moment it 
looked like he was going to be pitched into 

the pit-wall. He gathered everything together 
however albeit with Blackburn a little closer 
to him.
Behind the 2 Escorts, Heslop was flying in 
what he reported as being his most enjoyable 
drive of the season. On the opening lap he 
had found himself out of position at The 
Banking and dropped a few places but was 
able to claim fifth at The Corkscrew on lap 9 
at the expense of Roberts to latch on to the 
back of Blackburn.
Jason Hennefer was another making good 
progress and in the closing stages he was in 
position to create  a  3-way  dice  for  Class B 

Having lost out to Michael Heath in
race 1, Steve Poole took his revenge

POOLE’S
REVENGE
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honours. When Bowron was slow through 
Church on the penultimate lap, he took the 
defensive inside line into Rocket. With 
Blackburn electing to shadow this move, 
Heslop switched to the outside to take fourth 
overall through the complex. As Blackburn was 
then compromised on the run down to Peel, 
Hennefer had the momentum to take second 
place in the XR3i category. This was a 
remarkable performance considering he had 
forgot to put anti-mist on the windscreen. 
Belted into his seat, he could only clear a small 
section of glass with his finger-tips.
On the last lap, Bowron defended for all he 
was worth to keep Heslop from taking third 
overall but finally had to yield to the Fiesta 
driver at Peel. At least he finished ahead of his 
Escort rivals Hennefer and Blackburn who were 
followed home by Roberts at the end of a 
superb battle.
Eighth and winner of Class E was Tony 
Mumford. Having missed Saturday’s race, on 
Sunday morning Tony thought he would 
switch back to an electric fuel pump but this 
didn’t improve matters. Then he borrowed 
another carburettor from Ian Billington but it 
had no jets. Mumford transferred those from 
his own but one stuck in the emulsion tube 
space. Fortunately, Callum Shropshire 
managed to extract it but even when 
everything was back together there was still 
no joy.
Mumford then asked Michael Heath to check 
the gasket at the base of the carburettor inlet. 
On inspection Heath felt that there might be 
something not quite right with the rubber 
location spacers where the carb’ attached the 
manifold. He took them out and put the carb’ 
in place, being careful not to move it in 
relation to the location spacers. When all was 
tightened up the engine sounded lovely and 
crisp. 
Just about everyone in the paddock had been 

involved in fixing the “Mumford Misfire” and, 
assuming the issue is now resolved, Tony is 
keen to thank them all for the help he 
received.
Even when he went out to race with a power 
unit that was running on-song, he still had 
dramas to contend with. He made a great 
start and gained several places but this just 
put him in the wrong place at the wrong 
time as he was hit when Matt Eldridge lost 
control. Mumford spun and continued while 
Eldridge had another off on the following 
circuit – this time he ended up in the barriers 
just before The Banking.
Mumford worked his way back up the order 
however when he got up to eighth his 

attention was grabbed when his wipers 
stopped working on the back straight… then 
they jammed a couple of laps from the end. 
He was also completely steamed up apart 
from a letter box size bit of clear glass at the 
top of the screen thus he was quite pleased 
to finish.
The final 3 finishers were a lap down. 
Matthew Spencer didn’t enjoy the wet 
conditions in his Escort while Lewis Bowron 
was delayed when Eldridge and Mumford 
collided and then, during the contest, his 
rev-limiter began to kick in early, so he just 
brought the car home to collect the points.
For Andy Mellor, the whole 20 minutes were 
a nightmare. He had no grip and his wipers 

failed resulting in numerous spins.
Lewis’ brother, Ryan, retired a couple of laps 
from the end. Lee Shropshire had to start at 
the back following his race 1 retirement. He 
made good progress from there after a 
brilliant getaway and would have been in 
contention with the battle for third when a 
rear wheel bearing failed on his Fiesta. He 
continued for a couple of laps until retiring 
when it became unsafe to continue.
Ian Billington was another who gained places 
at the start but when completing the opening 
lap he ran over the kerbs at the Bus Stop and 
sheared his XR2’s brake caliper carrier bolts. 

A sideways Justin Roberts (70) leads
Adam Brown (56) and Will Heslop (25)
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Race 3

After his crew had cleaned out the carburettor 
on his XR2 following the retirement earlier in 
the day, Adam Brown was ready to take part 
in the final encounter of the weekend while 
Lewis Bowron had fixed the problem with his 
rev-limiter simply by removing the device!
Since race 2, heavy rain had drenched the 
circuit so there was no real question that a 
full wet set-up was the way to go. In such 
conditions, Michael Blackburn’s Escort was on 

another level.
Starting from the outside of the third row, he 
claimed fifth at Target after a duel away from 
the line with Jason Hennefer and Tony 
Mumford in which there was some contact. 
Meanwhile, up ahead Michael Heath took the 
lead from Steve Poole, Will Heslop and Lee 
Bowron. The latter immediately passed 
Heslop at The Banking allowing Blackburn to 
pass the white Fiesta at Church.

Blackburn wasn’t hanging around with 
Bowron being despatched at Rocket and then 
Poole having to yield second at Target at the 
start of lap 2 before the lead was taken from 
Heath at Church. Blackburn reported this was 
the best start to a race he has ever had due 
to being able to overtake at will either on the 
inside or outside. From that point on it was 
just a question of managing the gap to the 
man in second place – this was Class A 

winner Poole from lap 3 onwards after he 
passed Heath at Rocket.
With a wet track and time to set up his car 
appropriately, Justin Roberts was looking 
for a decent points haul in his under-
powered XR2. He ran fourth at one point 
before he was demoted by Adam Brown’s 
Fiesta with a move that began at The 
Corkscrew when Roberts was put under 
enough  pressure  that  he  had  to  take  a 

WALKING
ON WATER!

Michael Blackburn appeared able to walk on
water (or at least drive!) in the wet race 3
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slightly compromised defensive line. He then 
tried to force Brown to go the long way round 
at the Bus Stop but his pursuer held back to 
ensure he had maximum drive down the 
start-finish straight to enable the pass to be 
completed at Target.
Brown had come through from the back of 
the grid and had an exciting start to the race 
when ahead of him Lewis Bowron’s Escort 
failed to move as first gear had not properly 
engaged. Brown was forced to take to the 
grass.
A couple of seconds behind Roberts at the 

finish was Jason Hennefer despite a few 
“squeaky bum” moments through Church. 
Hennefer claimed his second Class B runner-
up finish of the day after Lee Bowron had 
contact with Will Heslop’s Fiesta exiting the 
Bus Stop at the end of lap 5. As a result, the 
third XR3i home finished ninth overall, one 
place behind Heslop.
At the finish, Lee Shropshire was little more 
than 3 quarters of a second behind Hennefer. 
He reckoned if there had been another lap he 
would have passed him. Shropshire had come 
through from the back of the grid having 

replaced the rear stub axle, drum and 
bearings after his problems in race 2.
After the contact on the run down to the 
first corner, the handling was awry on Tony 
Mumford’s XR2 with little rear end grip. 
This caused a very side-ways moment at 
one point heading into The Corkscrew. At 
least his engine had no problems! He won 
Class E in tenth overall.
Having ended race 2 in the tyre wall, Matt 
Eldridge decided to take things a little 
easier this time around. He brought his 

Fiesta home eleventh ahead of Ian Billington 
who was another erring on the side of caution 
as his XR2’s brakes were fading.
Lewis Bowron very nearly took twelfth from 
Billington as he recovered from his delayed 
start.
Matthew Spencer and Andy Mellor were not 
big fans of the slippery conditions. They were 
our final finishers in their XR3i and XR2 
respectively.

Will Heslop hurls his Fiesta
into The Banking
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